MSQ Director Recording
Entering Co-sanctioned swim meets
Co-sanctioned meets allow some of our more competitive swimmers to compete at Swimming Australia events. These are
events hosted by Swimming Australia based clubs. In some cases, these swims will be recognised by Masters Swimming
Australia, and FINA will recognise World Top Ten performances where requirements are all met. World Records will not be
recognised at these meets.
There are two ways to enter these meets:
1. If you are in a One-Club where the junior club and the Masters club are affiliated together, you can enter as the
junior club and have your results recognised on the MSA National Portal.
2. Simply join a junior club not related to a Masters club and compete, however please note that these results will not
be recognised by the MSA National Portal.
If you are interested in competing at these meets satisfy point 1 above, then you will need to do the following in addition to
entering the meet:
1. Inform MSQ as soon as you can of the meet you will enter. MSQ will need to publish this meet on the MSQ event
calendar in order for the meet to be sanctioned and recognised by MSA.
2. Contact MSQ to determine if the pool that the meet will be held in has been surveyed. If not, you may need to
approach the meet organiser for a pool survey certificate. MSQ and MSA already have certifications for many of the
Queensland pools.
3. Provide the Meet Flyer when it is published. The meet must have a certain standard of Technical oversight and
recording.
4. Provide your results details found on Swimming Australia’s Results Central portal.
In some of these meets you will need to meet certain qualification standards. In this case you will need to swim at a club
meet that has no qualification standards to register a time to use for qualification at other meets.
Contact myself or MSQ if you would like to discuss.
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